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For almost fifty years, the simple, intimate, and powerful words of Clarence Enzler’s perennially
bestselling Stations of the Cross booklet have invited readers to grow closer to Christ by
embracing the mystery of suffering in the world.Beautiful, bold commissioned woodcuts by
Annika Nelson and her mother Gertrud Mueller Nelson help us meditate on the passion and
death of Christ and to see how Christ is among us—often in unexpected places.Also available in
Spanish, the booklet is ideal for personal or parish-wide use during the Lenten observance of
the Stations of the Cross.

"The Via Crucis, "The path for all to the cross," by Clarence Enzler is a fine model for one of the
most popular traditions. This version of the Stations of the Cross is extremely simple and
practical; I recommend it for personal or community use." --Most Reverend Ricardo Ramirez,
Bishop of Las Cruces --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorClarence J.
Enzler (1910-1976) is best known for Everyone's Way of the Cross, first published in 1970. He
worked for the US Department of Agriculture from 1937 to 1972, except from 1943 to 1945,
when he served as the feature editor with the National Catholic Welfare Conference News
Service (now known as Catholic News Service).A prolific author, Enzler published articles in
many national magazines, including The Ave Maria, and wrote three books. He held a doctorate
from Catholic University of America and was a deacon in the Archdiocese of Washington. Enzler
and his wife Kathleen Crowley Enzler were the parents of thirteen children.Annika Nelson is an
award-winning visual artist whose work crosses cultural borders, stimulates dialogue between
generations, and portrays images of everyday life and the environment through her colorful
prints and illustrations. She has illustrated several books and her work has appeared in such
publications as Cricket and the San Diego Union Tribune and has been used by such
companies as Patagonia and Elite Racing. Nelson received her degree in studio art from the
University of California at Santa Cruz and studied printmaking for a year at the Hochschule fur
Angewandete Kunst in Vienna, Austria. Currently, she splits her time between her studio and
University of California San Diego Extension, where she coordinates the art and photography
program.Gertrud Mueller Nelson is an author, illustrator, teacher, and speaker. She is especially
known for her clip art and her award-winning, bestselling book on ceremony and ritual, To Dance
with God. Nelson has designed church furnishings, stained glass, and silver jewelry. She has
taught Montessori and has studied art at the Kolnerwerkschulen in Germany and psychology at
the C.G. Jung Institute in Switzerland. She is internationally noted as a speaker on ritual, liturgy,
family, psychology, and sacred art. Nelson has three children and three grandchildren.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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United States of America.ContentsIntroductionStation One: Jesus is CondemnedStation Two:
Jesus takes His CrossStation Three: Jesus FallsStation Four: Jesus Meets His MotherStation
Five: Simon Helps JesusStation Six: Veronica Helps JesusStation Seven: Jesus Falls
AgainStation Eight: Jesus Consoles the WomenStation Nine: The Third FallStation Ten: Jesus is
StrippedStation Eleven: Jesus is CrucifiedStation Twelve: Jesus DiesStation Thirteen: Jesus is
Taken DownStation Fourteen: Jesus is BurriedConclusionIntroductionChrist speaksThese
fourteen stepsthat you are now about to walkyou do not take alone.I walk with you.Though you
are you,and I am I,yet we are truly one—one Christ.And thereforemy way of the crosstwo
thousand years agoand your “way” noware also one.
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Elizabeth Steinbacher, “My Favorite Stations of the Cross. I love this version of the
stations...Clarence Enzler writes from Christ’s point of view, then from my point of view, all along
the Stations.  I feel closer, more connected to our Lord through his version.”

Patricia Reynolds, “Simple and powerful!. For people who are not able to be physically present
for Stations of the Cross in a parish during Lent, these Stations of the Cross are a blessing. They
are relatable to our everyday lives. They place the reader in the reality of being Jesus’s other
self, a relationship which is a challenge indeed. You will be challenged to see everyday chores,
and pain, and heartache as if they were an opportunity to be a part of Christ’s carrying His cross.
Don’t order one; other 10 and share them with anyone seeking a way to journey with and relate
to God in everyday life.”

Brenda Case, “My first time was just for me and I really liked the cover and pictures inside which
were black and .... This is the third time I have purchased this booklet. My first time was just for
me and I really liked the cover and pictures inside which were black and white but soft that gave
me comfort. Last year I purchased multiple copies to give to a Women's group I am involved
with. The cover and pictures were updated but yet still black, gray and white pictures. I was
okay with the change. This year I purchased again multiple copies and notice that it is this new
cover and pictures all changed which are harsh looking to me. I do not like this booklet with
these changes. Readings and meanings are good which is the point but I still prefer the old
style.”

KB, “A prayerful pilgrimage with Jesus. This is the best guide I have found for praying the
Stations of the Cross. This version helped me to better understand how to connect my life
experiences directly to each event on Jesus' Way of the Cross. Praying with this guide has given
me a greater appreciation for this beautiful devotion and the lessons I can learn from it each time
I make this prayerful pilgrimage with Jesus. I pray this devotion year-round, but especially during
Lent.Note: The woodcut images provided for each station reflect modern events. Instead of
these, I prefer to reflect on images of Jesus such as these paintings from St Ignatius Catholic
Church in San Francisco: http://stignatiussf.org/?page_id=364”

Heather K., “Really seriously excellent!. This is a great way to pray the Stations! I have found his
insights and meditations very meaningful and "bite-sized" - good for pretty much
anyone....hence the title!By the way, Clarence Enzler was a permanent deacon in the
Archdiocese of Washington, where he and his wife raised a big, Catholic family. One of those
"kids" is now Msgr. Enzler, a faithful priest, in the same diocese and runs Catholic Charities for
the diocese.  An excellent legacy!”



D of L, “Lovely meditations consist of a conversation at each station between Christ and our
response to what he is saying to us. This is a beautiful way of meditating upon the stations of the
cross. There are no introductory prayers to start each station but you can easily add this at the
beginning for yourself. Each station consists of a full page woodcut illustration followed by a
page of dialogue (the dialogue resembles more the physical length/setting of a poem rather than
a continuous stream of dialogue as you would normally find in e.g. a novel so the meditations in
themselves although short are very deep and meaningful and more conversational i.e. our Lord
talks at the beginning of each station and our response is given in the last half of each
meditation, Jesus speaks to us in the introduction and we are informed from the outset that he is
one with whoever is meditating on the stations so we walk these stations together
complementing one another to make one… After having meditated on these stations one of the
most lasting impressions it made on me was thus: Yes, Jesus carried that heavy cross but there
is a sliver that is missing from it which we are lovingly called to take up ourselves and so
complete the journey of the cross together thus helping us to be at peace and stronger within
ourselves knowing that whatever we have to face in life we never face alone but always with our
Lord… Whatever cross we are called to carry we should never doubt that God will give us the
graces we need in order to complete our journeys.”

Fr G, “Good. Great devotion”

Revd David Ellington, “but its greatest asset is the dialogue set up between Jesus and .... This
works well in our church. We appreciate the simple non-florid language, but its greatest asset is
the dialogue set up between Jesus and his 'other self': Brings into better focus the connection
between his death and our life.”

Nick M, “Highly Recommended.. Beautiful.”

The book by Ian Christe has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 269 people have provided feedback.
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